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ABSTRACT

This thesis addresses the combined effect of non-Darcy (Forchheimer) flow in the

presence of wellbore damage and retrograde condensation in the near-wellbore region on

short-term pressure transient analysis of naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR). A single

well compositional model was used to study both a single drawdown test and a series of

sequential drawdown and build-up tests, usually known as a modified isochronal test.

The presence of two contrasting media and a high-velocity condensing fluid is an

intriguing simulation problem, particularly in the near- wellbore region of naturally

fractured reservoirs. Thus, a model was built to simulate rapid changes in pressure and

saturation in the high-conductivity fractures and the matrix blocks, while accounting for

the viscous, capillary and gravity forces. Because of high velocities in the fractures, the

flow responses of retrograde gas condensate in naturally fractured reservoirs significantly

differ from single-porosity gas-oil systems.

The results of the simulation indicated that non-Darcy flow effects significantly

increase the skin damage due to fluid condensation. The graded condensate saturation in

the fractures and the matrix blocks creates increasingly greater pressure drops which

resemble the effect of non-Darcy flow even if the flow is in the Darcy region.

In conducting the simulation experiments, standard laboratory measured PVT data

for a lean and a rich gas condensate system were used.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this thesis is to take a critical look at the retrograde

condensation behavior in the fractures and matrix blocks in the near wellbore region of an

idealized naturally fractured reservoir. The secondary objective of the study is to learn

whether it is possible to characterize the near wellbore region from the analysis of the

short-term (non-stabilized) pressure transient tests.

It is well known that gas flow in the near wellbore region can not be adequately

represented by Darcy law because of high flow velocities. However, in naturally

fractured reservoirs the high velocity region could extend substantially beyond the near

wellbore region because of the narrowness of the fractures. At high flow velocities, the

inertial effects become significant because the flow in the fractures is constricted, thus

leading to higher pressure drops than predicted by the Darcy law.

There are other important factors when dealing with wells completed in gas

condensate naturally fractured reservoirs. For instance, three obvious factors include near

wellbore damage, retrograde condensation, and the high local velocities in the naturally

fractured network. Physical damage near the wellbore decreases both the pore radii and

the fracture apertures. Retrograde condensation causes a similar effect when the local

pressure in the reservoir falls below the dew point pressure. In other words, saturation of

condensate liquid increases causing a reduction in the fracture flow area to gas causing

significant reduction in gas relative permeability.

This thesis addresses the afore-mentioned issues. Specifically, a single well

compositional model was constructed and used to characterize the near wellbore region

by analyzing the short-time pressure data in a dual-porosity/dual-permeability reservoir.

The long-term tests, especially the stabilized flow tests, are not often economically

justified.

The use of the Forchheimer equation, along with highly complex fluid physical

properties introduces severe nonlinearities in the differential equations used.
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CHAPTER 2

GAS CONDENSATE IN FRACTURED RESERVOIRS

2.1 Gas Condensate

Gas-condensate systems often pose difficulties in reservoir performance evaluation. In

fact, such systems require accurate phase behavior calculations for accurate reservoir

predictions. Gas-condensate mixtures are composed of thousands of components;

however, for computation and reservoir prediction purposes, the components are lumped

into a smaller set of pseudo-components. The number of pseudo components depends on

the accuracy needed for phase behavior calculations. Usually the pseudoization is done

using seven pseudo components where the first component is the lightest hydrocarbon

component such as methane and the seventh pseudo-component represents the heavy

components to include normal heptane and all the other components beyond normal

heptane.

A gas-condensate system could be a single-phase gas or two-phase oil and gas,

depending on pressure and temperature. The phase distribution is determined either by

the use of equilibrium ratios (K-values) or via phase fugacities using equations of state

(£OS). In fact, K-values are related to fugacities. Equations of state are extensions of the

van der Waals equation of state (Abbot, 1989).

In this thesis, a two pseudo-component approach, with K-values calculated from

conventional PVT data, is used for phase calculations. The PVT data used include the

solution gas-oil ratio, volatile oil-gas ratio, formation volume factors for gas and oil, and

phase densities. This approach avoids the use of the equations of state to reduce

computation and the need for fine tuning the equation of state. However, the use of an

equation of state should provide similar results. The first pseudo-component represents

the composition of the free and solution gas and the second pseudo-component represents

the condensate. The mass exchange between the water phase and the hydrocarbon phases

was not included.
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Table 2.1: Compositions used to generate the phase envelope shown in Fig. 2.1

Components ZI Weight fraction Components ZI Weight fraction

(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent)

CI 60.352 27.656 C4 4.9535 8.2241
C2 8.9973 7.7279 C5 9.4016 19.376

C3 5.0546 6.3667 C6 11.241 30.649
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Fig. 2.1: Phase envelope for a retrograde gas-condensate fluid.

A typical phase envelope of a gas-condensate fluid is shown in Table 2.1 and Fig.

2.1. The phase behavior of the gas condensate depends on reservoir temperature, pressure

and composition of the fluid system. For a gas-condensate reservoir, the temperature is

greater than the critical temperature and less than the cricondenthenn. If the reservoir

temperature is greater than the cricondentherm, then the reservoir is a dry gas system.

If the reservoir pressure is above the saturation pressure (p >p,) or the upper dew-

point pressure, no condensate is present in the reservoir (that is, So = 0). When the

reservoir pressure becomes the saturation pressure, the first drop of condensate forms;



however, the condensate saturation is below the critical condensate saturation which

makes it immobile. As the reservoir pressure continues to drop, the condensate saturation

increases until it surpasses the critical condensate saturation (Soc), which makes the

condensate mobile. As pressure continues to drop further, re-vaporization could begin,

thus decreasing the condensate saturation and the condensate may become immobile

again.

The behavior of gas-condensate reservoirs in a single-porosity system has been

reported in the literature using a single-well model. Fig. 2.2 is an idealization of the well

in the near-well bore region for single porosity models. Region I, the closest to the

wellbore, the reservoir pressure is substantially below the dew-point pressure, thus the

condensate phase could be mobile. In Region 2 the local pressure is lower than the dew-

point pressure but the condensate phase is immobile. And in Region 3 the pressure is

above the dew-point pressure and there is no presence of condensate.
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Fig. 2.2: Gas saturation profile for single-porosity gas-condensate reservoirs.
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In naturally fractured reservoirs, there are two overlapping fluid regions for a given

pressure-where one region includes the phase characteristics of the matrix and the

overlapping region includes the phase characteristics of the fractures surrounding the

matrix as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3: Gas saturation profile for idealizations of dual-porosity/dual-permeability
gas-condensate reservoirs.
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2.2 Mathematical Model for Phase Behavior

As mentioned before, in this thesis the phase calculations are based on K-values (Km)

calculated from constant composition expansion (CCE) experiments of Walsh et al.

(1994), which were reported in conventional PVT forms Rw, r; Bo, Bg, etc. Using

tabulated K-values makes computation fast and less expensive. Thermodynamic models

based on EOS were not required. The following are the equations used for phase behavior

calculations.

The total mole fraction z; and the liquid and vapor mole fractions Xm and Ym for

component m satisfy the following relations:



m=l

L+V=1

where L and V are the liquid and vapor mole fractions for the total system.

Subtracting Eq. 3.1 from Eq. 3.2, results in

N,

L(Ym -xm) = I
m=l

Substituting for Ym from Eq. 3.6 in Eq. 3.4, Zm is obtained in terms of Xm, K; and V,

In Eq. 3.7, we replace Ym by Kmxm and Xm in terms of z.; from Eq. 3.8 to obtain Eq. 3.9.

This equation is known as the Rachford-Rice equation.

For two-component, systems Eq. 3.9 becomes a linear equation in V. Solving for V

yields:

6
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-[z,(K, -1)+z2(K, -I)]
V = ----'---'--'----'--'----'----=--'----"-'-'-

(K, -1)(K, -I)

Equation 3.10 is the phase equilibrium condition for a given pressure p, temperature T,

and composition z i Z2.

In the following, experimental data are used to calculated mole fractions as a

function of depletion pressure.

Y2(Po) = ( ) IxlOJ
Y Po, +~~_
'MWm 379.67

where,

r; Volatile oil-gas ratio, stb/MMscf

Po, Stock tank density, lb/ft3

MWo., Stock tank oil molecular weight, lb/lb-mole

R,o Solution gas-oil ratio, Mscf/stb

Using the above Y2 and x, from Eq. 3.11 and Eq. 3.12, y, and X2 can be calculated

from Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2. The ratio of'y, to x, is K, and the ratio ofY2 to X2 is K2 for the

given pressure. Furthermore, knowing the phase compositions, the liquid and vapor

molecular weights are calculated in the following manner.

7
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where MWgs is the separator gas molecular weight in the unit oflb/lb-mole.

Oil and gas densities are calculated as follows:

+ 5.6146r,p"
Pg, IxlO6

Pg(p,) = 5.6146
B

IxlO3 g

where,

Pg< Separator gas density, Ib/ftJ

Bg Gas formation volume factor, res. bbllMscf

B; Oil formation volume factor, res. bbllstb

Water, oil and gas molar densities are given by:

J" ( ) Po(Po)
;'w Po = MW ( )() Po

2.3 Naturally Fractured Reservoirs

Naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR) contain naturally occurring fractures with

significant permeability anisotropy. Generally, the connected porous space in these

reservoirs has been categorized as the matrix (primary porosity) and fracture (secondary

porosity). The matrix has a large bulk porosity and relatively low permeability compared

8
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to the fracture which has very small bulk porosity and relatively large permeability. On

the other hand, primary porosity is basically controlled by the depositional environment

and secondary porosity is developed later due to rock deformation where geo-mechanical

events break the reservoir rock.

Nelson (2001) relates permeability and porosity of ideal fractures (totally open) to

fracture spacing and fracture width as shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5, respectively.
Hlal01
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Fig. 2.4: Fracture permeability as a function of fracture width and spacing, after
Nelson (2001).
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Fig. 2.5: Fracture porosity as a function offracture width and spacing, after Nelson
(2001).
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Natural fractures could enhance the ultimate recovery of a given reservoir;

however, this depends on fracture zone architecture. For instance, vertical and sub-

vertical fractures in a reservoir with a high structural relief could enhance gas segregation

to the top of the structure to promote efficient gas gravity drainage of oil. On the other

hand, fractures can lead to channelization of a reservoir in low permeability formations

which can lead to early breakthrough of water or gas in production wells. Furthermore, in

naturally fractured reservoirs, fluid storativity is mainly associated with the matrix and

high conductivity is associated with the fracture network. Another important

characteristic of the fractures is the extremely reduced cross sectional area open to flow.

Matrix and fractures are connected via large contact surface areas. The mass

transfer and flow interaction between these two media depend on several forces to

include fluid expansion, viscous displacement, and capillary and gravity effects. In the

matrix, the inertial effects are rather small because of low velocities while in the fractures

the inertial effects could be very significant because of high velocities. The latter can lead

to significant non-Darcy flow effects - at least in the near wellbore region. Given the

extreme contrast in properties of the two media and the heterogeneous nature of the

fractures, naturally fractured reservoirs have been the subject of extensive research in the

petroleum engineering field.

Several reservoir idealizations have been introduced for modeling fluid flow in

naturally fractured reservoirs. Barrenblatt et al. (1960) introduced the first idealization of

motion of liquids (dual porosity concept) in naturally fractured reservoirs. The two

overlaid media assume pseudo steady flow fluid transfer between the regular matrix

blocks and the continuous fractured network. Later on, Warren and Root (1963)

introduced the same concept to petroleum engineering, presenting the solution through an

idealization ofregular sized matrix blocks, this model is the so called sugar cube model.

Kazemi et al. (1976) extended the formulation by presenting a numerical solution and

including muitiphase flow. Their derivations for fluid interchange between the matrix

blocks and the fractures were based on potential difference as a function of viscous and

capillary forces. Later on, Gilman and Kazemi (1983, 1988) included the gravity term in

the potential difference approximation and additional work was done to improve viscous

and gravity calculations.
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Matrix

-j------ Fractures

Fig. 2.6: Dual-porosity idealization (Warren and Root, 1963) of a naturally
fractured reservoir

The most commonly used idealization is the dual-porosity model. The next

commonly used model is dual-porosity/dual-permeability model. In a dual-porosity

model, the matrix feeds the fractures and fractures carry the reservoir fluids to the

wellbore. On the other hand, in a dual-porosity/dual-permeability model, flow to the

wellbore occurs both through the matrix and the fractures. The major fluid storativity is

still associated with the matrix porosity. The idealized Kazemi model is illustrated in Fig.

2.7 and Fig. 2.8.

I I j I j j I I- -
I I I I , j I I I
I I I I I j I I

I 1 1 1 1 1 I I
Fig. 2.7: Dual-porosity idealization of a naturally fractured reservoir
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Fig. 2.8: Dual-porosity/dual-permeability idealization of a naturally fractured
reservoir

It can be seen from the above models that initially depletion begins in the high

conductivity fractures. Then, when a flow potential gradient is established between the

fractures and the matrix, the matrix begins to feed the fractures. As depletion continues,

eventually the local pressure falls below the dew-point pressure and gas condensate

begins to form-potentially leading to simultaneous flow of oil and gas.

Because of the high mobility of fluids in the fractures as compared to the low

mobility of fluids in the matrix, condensate saturation in the fracture is more likely to

grow and flow to the near wellbore region. On the other hand, the condensate residual

saturation in the matrix is rather large, therefore, it will remain immobile for quite

sometime.

The numerical model presented in this thesis accounts for multiphase flow and the

following mass transfer mechanisms; viscous force, gravity force, capillary effects, and

inertial effects.

2.4 Non-Darcy Flow Behavior

The non-Darcy flow is an important aspect of gas flow in porous media-especially in the

near-wellbore region where the velocities are large. In naturally fractured reservoirs,

however, the non-Darcy flow could reach out farther in the reservoir because of a wider

spread oflarger velocities in the fracture network. Non-Darcy flow was first described by
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Forchheimer (1901). He proposed to add another term to Darcy's law because of the

inertial effects created by high velocities.

Several authors have explained the correction term introduced by Forchheimer

(Katz, et al., 1959, Ma and Ruth, 1997, Brinkman, 1948, and Hubbert, 1956). Katz, et al.

(1959) attributed the correction term to turbulent flow while Ma and Ruth (1997) to

inertial effects. The non-Darcy equation for l-D single phase flow is:

3.20

where,

dp/dl Pressure gradient, psi/ft

f.1 Viscosity, cp

/3 Non-Darcy coefficient, ft-1

p Fluid density, lbrnlfe

v Superficial velocity, ft/day

nD Superscript that designates non-Darcy velocity

Equation 3.20 reduces to Darcy flow at low velocities. The following equations

have been used to calculate the non-Darcy coefficient /3.Eq. 3.21 was introduced by

Jones (1987), Eq. 3.22 by Geertsma (1974), and Eq. 3.23 by Frederick and Graves

(1994).

/3= 6.l5xlOlo

kl.SS 3.21

( )-S5( )-05/3 = 48511 ¢Sg . kk,g . 3.22

3.23

where,
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j3 Inertial coefficient [ft-1]

k Absolute permeability [md]

k,g Relative permeability to gas [ ]

Sg Saturation of gas phase [ ]

¢ Porosity [ ]

2.5 Three-Phase Flow

Three phase flow calculations are performed using a generalization of Darcy's law

via relative permeability and capillary pressure functions. The relative permeability

functions for the three phases in the matrix and fracture are presented below:

where,

krw

k,g

km
Sw

Sg

So

s;
Sgt

Soc

nw

3.24

(
S -S Jn

g

k S -k' g g',g( g)- 'g I-S -S
wr gl

3.25

k (S ) =k' ( So -S'" J"'
ro 0 ro 1-5 -5

wr ac

3.26

Relative permeability of the water phase [ ]

Relative permeability of the gas phase [ ]

Relative permeability of the oil phase [ ]

Saturation of the water phase [ ]

Saturation of the gas phase [ ]

Saturation of the oil phase [ ]

Irreducible (immobile) saturation of the water phase [ ]

Trapped (immobile) saturation of the gas phase [ ]

Critical (immobile) saturation of the oil phase (condensate) []

Exponent governing the curvature of the water phase relative permeability
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function [ ]

no Exponent governing the curvature of the oil phase (condensate) relative

permeability function [ ]

ng Exponent governing the curvature of the gas phase relative permeability

function [ ]

The matrix capillary pressure functions are presented below.

Gas-Water: I (
l-S -S JP (S) = P - P In g w,

cwg g first drainage Ih sp 1_ S
wr

3.27

Water-Gas: I ( S -S jS = - In W WYPcwg( ~Jimbibition r; 1-5 -5
gt Wy

3.28

Gas-Oil- Water: I [O-S )-S JP (S) '" P - P In g I,
cog g first drainage th sp 1 - Sir

3.29

where,

Pcwg Capillary pressure between the gas and water phase [psi]

pcog Capillary pressure between the gas and oil phase [psi]

S, Liquid saturation (oil + water) [ ]

Equation 3.27 is the first drainage cycle for gas-water system (gas invading water

phase). Eq. 3.28 represents the imbibition cycle for gas-water system (water invading gas

phase), and Eq. 3.29 pertains to the gas-oil-water system (gas pushing out the condensate

and water phase). Eq. 3.29 was the basic capillary pressure function during the simulated

well test reported in this thesis.

The relative permeability functions described by Eqs. 3.24 through 3.26 are used

to estimate both the relative permeability in the fracture and matrix. However, the end

point saturations are different for fracture and matrix. Table 2.2 contains the parameters

used in generating the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions for the
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matrix while Table 2.3 pertains to the fracture. Fig. 2.9 through Fig. 2.16 were created

using the information in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3.

It has been proposed that the gas-condensate relative permeability saturation end

points are affected by low interfacial tension and high fluid velocity as reflected in the

capillary number (Jamiolahmady et al.) given by Eq. 3.30. However, for this work, this

effect is not too relevant because the residual saturations in the fracture are very low.

Nc = 3.52778xI0-6(_I_!v,lA,o- ) 3.30

where,

Nc Capillary number [ ]

AI Total relative mobility [Cp·l]

0- Interfacial tension between oil (condensate) and gas [dynes/em]

VI Total Darcy velocity (va + vg + vw) [ft/day]

Table 2.2: Parameters used in calculating relative permeability and capillary
pressure functions for the matrix.

Sw, 0.20 Sgt 0.30 Soc 0.20
k:g ,

k'0.05 knv 0.80 ro 0.70
nw 1.5 ng 2.5 no 2.0

Pth [psi] 2.0 P,p [psi] 1.0 Sf, 0.4

Table 2.3: Parameters used in calculating relative permeability and capillary
pressure functions for the fracture.

s; 0.05 Sgt 0.30 Soc 0.05
k' 1.00 k' 0.80 k' 0.80're '" -o

nw 1.8 Ng 1.8 no 1.8

pth [psi] 0.0 p,p [psi] 0.0 Sf, 0.1
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Fig. 2.9: Water and gas relative permeability cnrves for the matrix.
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Fig. 2.10: Oil (condensate) relative permeability cnrves for the matrix.
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Fig. 2.11: First-drainage and imbibition capillary pressure functions for the water-
gas system in the matrix.
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Fig. 2.12: Imbibition capillary pressure function for the gas-liquid system in the
matrix used in this thesis.
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Fig. 2.13: Water and gas relative permeability curves for the fracture.
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Fig. 2.14: Oil (condensate) relative permeability function for the fracture.
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Fig. 2.15: Imbibition capillary pressure function for the water-gas system in the
fracture.
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Fig. 2.16: Imbibition capillary pressure functions for the gas-liquid system in the
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CHAPTER 3

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

This chapter presents the mathematical formulation of gas and gas-condensate

flow used in this thesis. The differential equations of flow in r-z coordinates are given

first followed by a finite-difference approximation of the differential equations. The

formulation is compositional, that is, the flow equations are written for each component,

as well as the water phase. The differential equations are non-linear; however, we

linearize the finite difference equations via a Newton-Raphson scheme to form a system

of linear equations involving the node pressures, saturations and compositions. The

system of linear equations is solved iteratively to arrive at the solution.

3.1 Governing Flow Equations

The cylindrical (r-z) differential equations for flow of water and m-components

are given by Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2:

L~[r~t (8Pw_ 8D)]+~[~t (8Pw_ 8D)]+~ - -~("'~S)r Br '::Iw wr Br Yw Br 8z '='w wz 8z Yw 8z '::lwqw - at 'f''::!w IV

3.1

3.2

where

3.3
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T,,, represents the mobility of phase I in the r; direction, where r; includes rand z

directions. Using a consistent finite-difference expansion, Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 result in Eqs.

3.4 and 3.5, respectively:

[ (q i )11 PWi+l,k - Pwi,k

"+1/2 w w ,i+1/2.k '" ri+1/2,k

[ (f)" Di+l•k - Di•k

- 'i+l/2 ~w IVy IV ri+1/2,k ~
'i+1!2.k

[(q i )" Pwi.k+1 - Pwi"
IV IV zi k+l/2 L1z

' i.k+l/2I+--
b.zi,k Dk I-D,

I, + I,'

b.zj,k+1I2
- [( qj;,yw ):i'+112

+ qjjw = ~t s, (¢qwS,,)

[ (,; f)" P"i+l,k - P"u
':'+1/2 XnJ 0 0 ri+l/2,k ,6.

'i+l!2,k

[ ( ¢ i )" Pgi+l,k - Pgi,k
+ '1+1/2 Ym g g ri+1!2,k ,6.

'i+1I2,k

[ ( . r D""k - Di,k
- '1+112 Xmc;o~Yo 1";+1/2,k ~'i+l/V

[ (
.)" D-Dr Y J' T r I+l.k i,k

- i+1I2 m':.rg g g ri+1!2.k .6-
'i+l/2,k

r. (q i )" Pwi" - Pwi-I,k J
1-II2,k IV IV ri-1I2,k ~

'i-II2,k

( .)" D k - D " Jr. T I, [-,

1-1/2,k ~w wYw ri-l/2 k ~
, 'i-1/2,k

(q i )" PWi" - Pwi,k-I J
IV II' zi,k-ll2 &

l,k-1/2

(q f)" Di•k - Di•k_1 J
w wY IV zi,k-l/2 &

/,k-1I2

3.4

r. , (x J' i )" PWi,k - PwH.k ]
1-1/2,k m':.r" () ri-lJ2 k A

' 'i-1/2,k

(
J' i )' Pwi.k - PWi-l,k]

lj'-1I2,k Ym':.rg g ri-Ill k A
L\'i_II2,k

r. (x J' f r )' Di,k - D,_I,k ]
/-[12/ m'z o 0 0 ri-I/2 k A

, Ll.'i_112,k

(
J' f)" Di,k - Di_l,k]

'i-1/2,k Ym':.rg gYg ri-I/2,1
D.1j'_1I2,k

(
X ¢ i )", PW',I - Pwi,k-l ]

m " 0 ri.k-l/2 ~
/,k-1I2

(y ¢ f )" PWi,k -, PWi,k-l]
m g g ri,k-l/2 dz

l,k-l/2

(xm¢i"r" Lk-1/2 D~~k~:: I]
(y ¢ f r )" D"I - DU_1 ]

m g g g ri k_1/7 ~,
, - 1,k-l/2

3.5

[( ¢ f )11 Poi,k+l - Poi,k

Xm " " .. ,k+1I2 L'.z
i,k+I/2

[( ¢ f )/1 Pgi,k+l - Pgi,k
+ Ym g g ,'-'+1/2 L'.z

U+l!2

[( .)11 Di,k+l - Di,k
- Xm¢,!;r, ",k+1/2 L'.z

i,k+l/2

[( ¢ f)" Di.k+l - Di,k
- Ym g grg ,i,k+1I2 L'.z

i,k+1I2

+(xm¢A" + Ym¢g'U = ~t L'., [¢(Xm¢"S, +Ym¢gSg)J

1+--
Mi,k
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The finite-difference expansion is carried out using a uniform logarithmic grid in

the radial direction. However in the z direction the grid is non-uniform depending on the

location of the fractures and matrix.

Eqs, 3.4 and 3,5 are multiplied by the rock volume to yield Eqs, 3.6 and 3.7.

[ (;i )" PWi+l,k - P"'i,k

Y;+1/2 W w ,1+1/2,' ~
'i+1/2,k

(;i )" .Pwl,' - Pwl-I,' ]
'i-l!2,k It' W rl-l/2 k A

, Ll'i-1!2,k

r. (; i r )" -"DI,,---,--'CDI-=I,k]
1-1!2,k w IV W ri-112 k A

, Ll'i_l/2,k[ (
_)" D-D- r r; T r -"'+::.',,,-, _--,1,,-,'

1+1/2 IV IV W ri+1!2,k A
Ll1j+l/2,k

( )
" D -D ]; i: r ' I,k i,k-l

1\ W "zik-1I1 A_
, U<::i,k_l/2

[(; i: )" PWi,k+l - PWi,k

( 2 2) & w w #+1/2 Az
Jr 'i+112,k - 'i-l12,k i,k i,k+1I2+---'~---'-------'--'- \

&1" [( -)" DI,I+I - DI,k- r;"Twyw zi,k+l!2 -"=---"'-
&j,k+I/2

(;i )" Pwl,' - PWI,k_l]
IV w zi,k-1/2 ~

I,k-l/l

;r(r2 -r? )&+" = ,+1/2,1 ,-1/2,' 1,1 ~ (Ao" S )
'-:Jwqw IJ..t I "P~w w

3.6



JT ('i~l/2,k - 'i=1/2,k )

r., !J.r,.,k

[ ( q i. )" P,;,I,k - P,;,k
'1+112 XIII () () l"i+ll2,k !J.

'I+l/2,k

[ ( r; i )" Pg;'I,k - Pg;,k
+ '1+112 Y III g g ri+1I2,k !J.

'i+l/2,k

[( q i )n Poi,k+l - Poi.k

Xm o "",k,112 ru:
i,k+112

[(
~ T' )" Pgi,k+l - Pgi,k

+ Ym'g g ,1,"112
D.z;,k+1/2

[( ,)n Di,k+l - »;
- Xmr;,T"y" "1,"1/2 Az

i,k+1/2

[(
')" D;,"I - D;,k

- Ymr;gTgYg ","112 ru:
i,k+112

( q i )" P"I,k - PWH,k]
'I-1I2,k XIII 0 0 ri-l/2 k !J.

' 'I-1/2,k

r. ,(y r; i )" P",;,k - P"'H'k]
1-112,k 1>1 g g l"i-1/2,k !J.

'I-112,k

( ')" D k - D lk ]r. X T I, 1-,

1-1I2,k m~o oYo I"i-1/2 k A
, tJ.'I_1/2,k

( ')" D,k - D I k' ]T I, 1-,

'i-1I2,k Ym~g gYg .s-vn.e !J.
' 1i-112,k

(
X q i )", Pwl,k - PWI,k-l]

III 0 0 ,ik-1/2 D.z
' i,k-lI2

(y mr; i )" P",U -, P"'U-I]
g g r i k-1I2 Az

' l,k-112

( t)" DI,k - D;,k_1 ]
Xm~o .r, -rs-vn !J.z

l,k-1/2

D -D ]"k ;,k I

D.zi,k-112

(r; i )" Pm;,k - Pwi-I,k J
'i-1/2,k w w l"i-1I2 k !J.

' 1i-1I2,k

( ')" D k - D I k Jr. T I,' 1-,

1-112,k ;w wYw l"i-1/2 k !J..
' 'i-1/2,k

(r; i)" P",,,, - Pmi,k-I J
1\ » zi k-1/2 !J..z

' i,k-1I2

3,7

Rearranging and eliminating terms,

lr (r; i: )" Pw"l,k - Pw;,k
HII2 1\ w l"i+1/2 k !J..

' 'i+112,k

l (')" D I k - D k
- 'i+1/2 ';wTwYw 1";+1/2,k '~, I,

r;+ll2,k

l(c; f )" Pw;,"1 - Pwi,k
IV IV :oi,k+1/2 !J..z

()
l.k+l/2

+/t 'i~l/2,k - 'i~l!2,k l
" D-D(c; t) l.k+1 i,k

- w wY w ,i,"1/2 t.z
i,k+1/2

+C;wq" = :~ 1'.1 (¢c;wsw)

( ')" Dk-DkIJT I,' I, -;w wYw zi,k-1/2 !J..z.
l,k-1/2
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r. " (x ~ i )' P",;,1 - P",H,I ]
1-1/_.k moo l"i-1I2 k ,\

, L.\'i_1/2,k

( ~i )' P",;,I - Pw;-LI ]
'i-lIZ,k Y",':lg g ri-l/2 k A

, ulj'_ll2,k

( ~fr )' D;,k -D;_I,I]
'i-In,!; Xm~o 0 0 l"i-lf2 k A

, Ll.'i~1I2,k

( ')' D I - D_I I ]
'i-lIZ,k Ymr;gTgYg 1";-1/2 k '~ I ,

, Ll'i_II2,k

(
X ~ i )' Pw;,1 - P"",k-l ]

moo ri,k-l/2 ~
/,k-l!2

[(~i )' Pg;,1+1 - Pg;,k (Ym~ i )' P"",k -, p",;,I-!]
+ Ym g g l"i,I;+I/2 ~ g g n k-I/2 ~

()

;,k+I/2' l,k-l/2

+;r 1j~1I2,k - 'i~1!2.k

[( ')' =D"k=-+l-_D=;,1 (X ~ ir )' D;,1 - D,,1_1 ]
- xrn!;oToyo l"i,k+112 M moo 0 ri,k-lil L1z

i,k+1I2 l,k-1I2

[( ')' =D;,=I+l-_D=!,I ( f)' D;" - D;,I-! ]
- Ym!;gTgYg ri,/,:+1/2 Ym!;g gYg l"i,k-l/2 M",'_l/,'

~i,k+l!2 ~

+(Xm~"q",+ Ym~gqg) = :~ ~,[¢I( Xm~"S" + Ym~gSg) ]

[ ( ~i )n Poi+l,k - Poi,k
'i+1/2 Xm 0 0 r;+1I2,k A

U'i+1/2,k

[ ( ~i )'1 Pgi+1.k - Pgi,k
+ 'i+lf2 Ym':lg g l"i+l/2,!'- 6.

'i+]/2,k

[ ( ')' D,+l,k - D;"
- 'i+1/2 xm!;oToyo ri+I/2,k ~~=-=~

lj+l/2,k

[ ( ')' D1,-DIT 1+,'< I,

- '1+1/2 Y",!;g gYg 'lP k A
n+ -. il'i+112.k
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3,9

Transmissibilities are defined by Eq. 3.10 through Eq. 3.13:

To ' = 2 (k,k,; J 'i+1/2,';''"';.k
ui-vn,« Jr A

P, L.l.ri+1I2•ki+l/2,k

3.10

To = 2Jr(kAI J 'i-I 12,' L'lzi,k
trt-in.:

f1 ""r,_1/2.kI i-lIl,k

To (k,kd Jlz i, k+[(2 = J[ --

fJ, i+I!2,k

To (k,k'i JII' i, k-1/2 = 1r --
PI i-l!2,k

3.11

tr (1j~1/2,k -1j:l/2,k )

~i,k+l!2

3.12

1r ('i:l!2,k -1j:l/2,k)
&i-lf2,k

3.13
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In the above equations I represents oil, gas or water phase.

Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 become:

![(1" T )" ("+' "+'). (1" T )' ('+' '+')] 1~" ,.. ';+'I2:k PW'+I.k~ PW,.k. ~r,-112.k ~w W ,i-1I2.: Pwi.k - Pm-IJ

- [( 4J"Yw )';+112.k(D'+'.k ~ o.,)~r,-'I2.k (4"T",Yw) -t-vn» (Di'k - Di_,.k )]

![(1" T )" ("+1 - ,,+1)-(1" T )" ("+' ~ ,+1 )J 1+ ~w" ';,k+1:2 Pw"k+1 PW;'k. ~w w 'i,k-II: PW'.k Pw,.k-I

~[( 4wT"Yw) 'i.k+112(Di'k+' - o., )- (4wT"Yw) 'i,k-1I2 (Di,k ~ D"k_I)]

+1" ~ VR ~ (do1" S )'='wqw -!!!t I YJ'='II' II'

3.14

[( 1"T )' ("+1 "+') ( 1" T )" ('+' '+I)Jxm';,o 0 ri+l!2,k Po1+I,k - Poi,k - xm,=,o 0 ri-[I2,k Poi,k - Poi-I,k

+[ (Ym4gTg L'12.k (P;;~lk ~ p;;~) -(Ym4gTg L1I2.k (p;;~ - P;;~'k)]

- [( Xm4"T,,ro );,+1I2.k ( D;+I,k - »; )~(xm4oT"y" L1I2.k (Di.k ~ Di_l,k )]

~[(Ym4gTgYg );,+1I2.k (Di+"k - »; )~(Ym4gTgYg );,-II2.k (DI,k ~ Di_l,k)]

[( 1"T )' ('+1 '+1) ( 1" T )' ("+1 "+I)JXm':lo () zi,k+l/2 POI,k+1 - Poi,k - xm,=,o 0 ;:i,k-l/2 Poi,k - POi,k-1

+[ (Ym4gTg );"k+112(p;;'~+, - P;;'k ) -(Ym4gTg Lk-1I2 (p;;'~ - P;;'~-I)]
+ 3.15

~ [( xm4oT"y" ):i,k+'12 (D;,k+1 - o., ) - (xm4"T"Y" ):ik-112 (D;'k ~ D;.k_l) J
-[ (Ym4gTgYg );"k+112(Di'k+1 ~ D;,k) - (Ym4gTgYg Lk-112 (Di.k - D;,k_I)]

+(xm4"q" + Ym4gQg)= :~ ~, [¢(xm4"S" + Ym4gSg)J

3.2 Cylindrical Grid

Figure 3, I shows a conventional radial grid, To generate a uniform logarithmic

grid, we used the following algorithm,



" ~
r, - - ri+ 1/2 ~"' ...- - - ,,

fi-l/2 - '"
,

, ,,- - ,, ,,, , ,- - , ,,

b.r,

Fig. 3.1: Details of the conventional distribution in the radial direction for the mesh
used.

The uniform logarithmic grid dimension b.Uis defined by Eq. 3.16.

I (r, )b.U=-.-ln -;
lmax w

The locations of the grid geometric centers in the radial direction are calculated

using Eq. 3.17 and Eq. 3.18.

The distance between adjacent grid centers in the r-direction is calculated with

Eqs. 3.19 and 3.20.

~'i+ll2,k = 'i+l,k - 'i,k

I1r_1/, k = r. k -r_1 kI _, I, I,

The distance between adjacent grid boundaries (radial dimension of the grid) is

calculated using Eq. 3.21.

I1fj,k = If+1I2,k -1j-ll2,k

27
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In the z-direction, the grid spacing between adjacent grid centers is given by Egs.

3.22 and 3.23.

1~ =-(M -~)l,k+1I2 2 I,k+! i,k 3.22

1~ =-(M -M )l,k-112 2 I,k I,k-i 3.23

where,

j= 1,2,3, ... , imax

k> 1,2,3, ... , kmax

z

~y

X

Fig. 3.2: Radial grid representation used in this study.
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3.3 Harmonic Average Permeability

It can be shown that the flow-based equivalent permeability between two adjacent

nodes is the harmonic average ofthe nodes permeability as shown below.

k; k. (r - r. )k = II,k 11+I,k I+l,k I,k

ri+l/2,k k (. ) tJ.U14 k ( ) I:1U/4
ri,k 'i+l,k -1j+1I2,k e + ri+l,k 'i+1I2,k - r;. e

3.24

k k. (r . - r. )k = n-l,k {I,k I,k 1-1,k

ri-l/2,k k ( ) tJ.U14 k ( ) 6,U!4
ri-l,k If,k -'i-1I2,k e + ri,k If-112,k - 'i-I e

3.25

k = 2 kzi,k kzi,k+l &j,k+l!2

,;,k+1I2 &: k . +&: k .
l,k+l ZI,k l,k ZI,k+l

3.26

k ' = 2 kZi,k kzi,k-l &i,k-1I2

""k-l/2 &: k .. +&: k
I,k-l ZI,1. I,k zi,k-l

3.27

where i = 1,2,3, ... , imax and k = 1,2,3, ... , kmax.

3.4 Source/Sink Term

In this thesis the injection/production well terms are treated implicitly in pressure

only. This treatment is shown below.

3.28

3.29

3.30

In order to reduce round off errors in the solution of the previous equations, the

node pressures are rewritten in terms of delta pressure from one iteration to the next.
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o - (/+1) _ (/)
P(J],k - Pol,k Pol,k 3.31

Iteration levels are defined as intermediate levels between n level and n + I level, the

concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. When the iteration achieves the accepted tolerance, the

latest iteration (1+ I) becomes n + I.

{
(I) level

/::it f (0p,,) _
(I + I) level

---------n + Ilevel

-----------n level

Fig. 3.3: Schematic ofthe relation between time step level and iteration level.

For rate control boundary condition, the total gas flow rate of a well is specified at

surface conditions as follows:

S B _ I
qgw,1I g - 5.6146

km" n j(OPOI.k -OP",IIl.I)+(P:;\ - P~;IIl'I))
- L(WIA ) k-I

k=1 g I,k - Lr~"III+'!2 [( DI+, - DI +hll+]!,) ]
!=l

5.6146C,11l1 ( (I) )+ 1\ , + n
I1t /24 8Pwelfl,k Pwe/fl,1 - Pwe!ll,l

3.32

where,

3.33

A = (k,.o In
oi k

, fJo· k
"

3.34

[
k jnA----'£.

gl,k - Ji
g i,k

3.35



A = [kM J"wi k
, Jiw i,k

To calculate the total flow rate at surface conditions, it is necessary to calculate

the composite molar composition entering the well stream through the perforated nodes,

as shown below.

The above composition is flashed at surface separator conditions to obtain the

mole fractions of the liquid and gas phase. The liquid and vapor mole fractions in the

separator (L, V) are used to calculate GOR, water-oil-gas surface flow rates, and WOR as

shown:

Y:dl = 379V'

• LS

x =
wdl 5.6146~~

Following, gas-oil ratio at the well is calculated by the following,

•
GOR = YW'I!

well *
Xwell

Total hydrocarbon and water mass fluxes entering the well are defined as

31

3.36

3.37

3.38

3.39

3.40

3.41

3.42
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3.43

Allowing for the rate calculations in the following manner,

s - x' Z
qowelf - well He 3.44

S -' Zqgwet! - Ywef/ He 3.45

3.46

Finally, water-oil ratio is calculated by,

,
WOR = q;ywell

well s
qowefl

3.47

3.5 Water Material Balance Equation

The water phase finite-difference equation is

Replacing the water phase pressure by p:+l = p;+l - P;wo in Eq. 3.48 results in Eq.

3.49.



)[(1' T)' ('+1 _ ,+1)_(1' T)' ('+1 - ,+1 )J )':lw WI" i+I/2,k Poi+l,k POi,/.; ~w WI' i~l!2,k Poi,k POi-l,k

+[(1' T)" ('+1 _ ,+1)_(1' T)n (n+1 - n+1 )J
":lw w; l,k+1/2 POi,k+1 POi,k '='W \\'2 l,k-1I2 POi,k POi,k-l

_)[ (~"T", L12,k (P;"Wi+l,k - P;'"Wi,k ) - (~wT""L12" (P;"Wi,', - P;"'Wi-I,' ) J )
+ [( I' T)" (' -" ) - (I' T)' (" -' )J"='11' WZ i,k+l/2 Pcwoi,k+1 PCIVol,k ':lw wz l,k-112 PCIVOI,k PC>l'ol,k-l

_)[ (~wT,wrw );+112,k (D'+I:' - Di,k)- (~wT",rw L12" (Di, - Di_I,,) J )
+ [( ~wT",rw );"+112(D,,'+I - o., ) - (~wT",r" );:'-112(Di,k - Dik_l) J
( )' - VRi" [( S )'+1 ( S)" J+ C;wqw i k - ~ ¢C;w II' i k - ¢JC;w W i k, ,,( , ,

To reduce round-off errors during the matrix inversion, Eq. 3.49 is written in

f s: - (1+1) (I)terms 0 u Poi,k - Poi,k - Poi,k .

Additionally, the source/sink is implicitly connected to pressure as shown below.

33

3.49

3.50
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j[ (~W~"" );+1/2k (" Pol+l,k -s Pol,k ) - (~W~"'LI2,k (" Pol,k -s Pol-l,k ) J )
+[ (~Jw, );,hI/2 (" P",k+1 -s Pol,k ) - (~w~", );,k-1/2 (" Pol,k -" P"I,k-l) J
![( T)" ((I) - (I) ) - ( T)" ((I) - (I) )J)

+ [~(Ww~ 1+)1:'2,kp(,,~~:: POI;/)) ~(w W~ 1-)1:'2,kp(",;/) ": )J
+ Sw wz i,k+l/2 POI,k+l - Po/,k - S", w; i,k-l/2 Po1,k - Poi,k-l

_j[ (~w~" L/2k (P;WOI+I,k- P;woU ) - (~w~" );1/2,' (P;WOlk - p;'wol-Lk ) J )
+ [( t.r: fk+1I2 (P;WUi,k+l - p:,lwoi,k ) - (c;",Twz r:k-1I2 (P;WOi'k - P;WOi,k-l) ]

_j[ (~Jw<,rw Lnk (DI+I,k - Dlk) - (~wTw,rw (1I2,k ( DI,k - DHk )J )
+[( o:« )~k+1/2 (DI,k+1 - o., )- (~".Tw,r w);:k-1/2 (o., - D"k_l) J

- (~wWf};,W);k {("POlk -s PWdll,l) + (P;;:k - P~:;I/1I) - ~ r,:,III+112[( DI+1 - DI + hfl+1I2)] }

3.51

3.6 Hydrocarbon Material Balance Equation

The hydrocarbon material balance equation for each component m is
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Substituting the gas pressure in Eq. 3.52 by p;+1 ~ p~+1+ P;,g' rearranging the

equation in terms of (5Ps,,« ' and including the implicit source/sink term yields the

equation that follows.

3.53
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3.7 Expansion of the Accumulation Term

To solve the pressure equation, involving two components and the water phase, a

simultaneous formulation reported by Almatrook (2002) was used. The formulation is

based on Coats (1980) and Young and Stephenson (1983).

The formulation leads to five equations per node involving p.; So or p., Sg, x I, and

The material balance equations for the water phase and the two components are

given below.

The thermodynamic phase-equilibrium constraints for a two-component dew-

point system are

G, =K2x2 -Y2 =0 3.57

3.58

The above constraints are for the case where oil saturation in the cell is greater than zero.

Otherwise, for the case where the system pressure is above the dew-point

pressure, the following constraints are used

3.59
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G =1i-x =0
2 K I

I

3.60

Basically, the governing equations consist of three flow equations and two

thermodynamic constraints as shown above. These equations are expanded by Taylor

series for use in the Newton-Raphson solution scheme. The primary variables are oil

pressure (Po), oil saturation (So), gas saturation (Sg), saturation pressure (P,), liquid mole

fraction for the first component (x.), and vapor mole fraction for the first component 0'1).

If the pressure is above the saturation pressure, the primary variables are oil

pressure, saturation pressure, gas saturation, oil mole fraction for the first component, and

gas mole fraction for the first component {Po, Ps, Sg, XI, yd.
If the pressure is below the saturation pressure, the primary variables are oil

pressure, oil saturation, gas saturation, oil mole fraction for the first component, and gas

mole fraction for the first component {Po, So, Sg, x" YI}.

If the pressure is larger than the saturation pressure, then the (n+ 1) terms for

Equations 3.54, 3.55, 3.56, 3.57, 3.58, 3.59 and 3.60 are expanded by Taylor series as

shown below:

( J
(I) (J(I) l J(I) (J(I)

(1+1) _ (I) aa 5 aa 5. aa 5S aa 5
ai.k - ai,k + a Poi,k+ a P",k + as gl,k+ ax X",k

Po i,k Ps i,k g i,k I i,k

( J
(li

+ aa . OY",k
()Y, ',k

3.61

otherwise,

( J
II) (J(I) l J(I) (J(lia(l+') = aU) + aa 5. + aa 5S. + aa 5S. + aa d x..

I,k I,k a P oi.k as o/,k as gl,k ax ll,k
'Po i.k 0 i,k g i,k 1 i,k

( J
(I)

aa 5
+ CYI i,k Yli,k

3.62



3.8 Pressure Equation Below Saturation Pressure

Using the Taylor series expansion procedure of Section 3.7 to linearize the

governing flow equations, we obtain the following.

LHS = VRI,k
W !It

(¢~wS,J;~:+ a;o (¢~wSwJ:~:5POI.k

+ a~ (¢~wS"X:ss., + a~ (¢~wswt:5SgU
" g

a ( S )(1) 5. a ( )(1)+-a tPfw IV i k X11,k +-a ¢C;wSw i k OYli,k
Xl ' y, '

LHS = VRI.,
C' t!.t

LHS = VRU
C2 !It

+ a~[¢(X2~OSO + Y2~gSg lr:5x",,
+ ;, [¢(X2~OS" + Y2~gSg lr:b'Y"k
-[¢(X2~OS" +Y2~gSg lL

38

3.63

3.64

3.65
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( )
(1) a ( )(1)

K2x2 - Y, i.k: +-a K2x, - Y2 i.k 5Po"k
'Po '

G +~(K x - )(1) 5S, +~(K x - )(1) 5S 0 36, = as 2 2 Y2 i,k ''',k as 2 2 Y2 i,k g',k = , 6
o g

a( )(1) a( )(1)+-a K2x2 - Y2 i.k: 5X",k +-a K2x2 - Y2 i k 5Y",k
XI ' YI '

( )
(1) a ( )(1)

K,x, - YI 'k +-a K,x, - YI i.k 5Pai,k, 'Po '

G +~(K x - )(1) 5S, +~(K x - )(1) 5S ' 0 36
2 = as "Y, i,k o i.k as I I YI i,k g"k = . 7

o g

~(doJ' S )(1) = ls (do a~w+ j: !!..tJ](I)a 'f'~w W i k IV If' a '='w a
Po ' Po Po i,k

3.68

3.69

The derivative ofEq. 3.69 with respect to pressure is

3.70

Likewise, the rock compressibility is given by

3.71

Making use ofEqs. 3.69 and 3.70, Eq. 3.68 is rewritten as follows.

3.72

Knowing that S; = 1 - So - Sg,



~(d.;; S )(1) - ~[d.;; (1- S - S )J(I)as r~w IV i,k as If/~w 0 g i,k
o 0

~( s )(1) - _( )(1)as ¢qw W i,k - ¢qw i,k
o

and

~( s )(1) - _( )(1)as ¢qw w i,k - ¢qw i,k
g

For the water equation (Eq, 3,63), the derivatives with respect to the mole

fractions are zero, thus,

~( S )(1)_ax ¢qw W i,k - 0
I

~(d.;; S )(1) = 00J
1

IJfi':Jw IV i,k

Eq. 3,64 for Component I will be expanded in the same manner as follows,
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3,73

3.74

3,75

3.76

3,77

3.78

3.79

3.80

3.81



Similarly, the derivatives ofEq. 3.65 for Component 2 are evaluated below

a [ ( )J(I) (I)as 1> X2~'S, + Y2~gSg i.k = (1)X2~O)'.k,

a [ ( )J(I) ( )(1)as 1> X2~oSo + Y2~gSg ik = 1>Y2~g I,k
g

Derivatives contained in the equilibrium equations (Eqs, 3,66 and 3.67) are also

expanded as follows,

l ](1)a (I) aK,
a( K,x, - Y, )"k = x, (a)
Po 'Po i,k

a ( )(1)- K,x, - Y2 . k = 0as "o
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3,82

3.83

3.84

3.85

3.86

3.87

3.88

3.89

3.90
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a ( )(1)- K,x, - Y, .k = 0ai> "g

3.91

Again, since XJ+X2 = I and v, + Y2 ~ I,

a [( ) J(I) ( )(1)ax K, I-xI -Y, I,k =- K, i.k

I

3.92

a [ J(I)- K,x,-(I-YI). =1
aYI ,.k

3.93

Expanding terms in Eq. 3.67 yields the following.

3.94

3.95

3.96

3.97

3.98

Substituting Eqs. 3.68 through 3.98 in Eqs. 3.63 through 3.67 yields,

3.99



LHS = VRi,k
CI M

V
LHS =~

C2 b.t
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3.100

3.101

Equations 3.99 through 3.103 are rearranged so that the primary variables are

transferred to the left hand side and the remaining I-level and n-level terms to the right

hand side. The resulting system of equations becomes



w: LHSw +
C1: LHSc, +
C2: LHSC2 +
G1: +
G2 : +

where,

el',IJ'P ,,+ el','JS ,,+ el',3JS ,,+ 0 + 0
I, 01, I, 01, I, g ',

2,1, + 2,2'S + ,,3,S + ',4, + 2,5,
ei,kuPoi,k ei,k U oi.k ei,k U gi,k ei,k UXli,k ej,k UYIi,k

3,1 .s + 3,2 <S + 3,3 <S + 3,4 x + 3,5 s:ei"uPOi,' ei,kU oik ei,'u g i.k: ei"uxli,' ei"uYli"
4,1 s: + 0 + 0 + 4,4 S + 4,5 s

ei,kup oi,k ei,k UXU,k ei,k UYli,k

e5,1 J'P + 0 + 0 + e5,4 Jx + e5,5 Jl!
/,k oi,k i,k Ii,k i.k J Ii,k

el" = VRi" (¢~)(1)
/,k J1.t W i,k

el,3 = VRi" (¢~)(1)
I,k I1t W i,k

- VRi" [(do;: S )(1) (do;: S )0 ]
1]i,k -~ 'f''::!w W i,k - 'f''::!w W i,k

e2,2 = _ VRi,k (¢X,; )(1)
/,k !:it 1 0 /,k

e,,4 = _ VRi" (¢,; S )(1)
I,k I1t 0 0 i,k

e,,5 = _ VRi" (¢~S )(1)
/,k !:it g g i,k

44

r3i" 3,104

3.105

3,106

3.107

3.108

3.109

3.110

3.111

3.112

3.113



e3,2 =_ V.i,k (¢x ~ )(1)
I,k /),t 2 0 i,k

e3,4 = V.i,k (~ S )(1)
J,k !i.t 0 0 i,k

e3,5 = V.i,k {¢I; S )(1)
i.k !it g g t.k

4,1 = _[ (8K2 )](1)< k X2, 8'Po . k
"

e4,4 = (K )(1)
I,k 2 l,k

4,5 --1
ei,k -

5,1 __ [ (8KI )](1)
eik - Xl, 8'Po . k

"
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3.114

3.115

3.116

3.117

3.118

3.119

3.120

3.121

3.122

3.123

3.124

3.125



e5,4 =-(K )(1)
l,k 1 I,k

5,5 -1
ei,k -

3.9 Pressure Equation Above Saturation Pressure

Using the mathematical methodology of Section 3.8, the following system of

equation is obtained:

w: LHSw +
C1: LHSc, +
C2: LHSC2 +
G1: +

G, : +

where,

el,IJp. + el,2Jp + el,3JS. + 0 + 0
I,k oi,t: I,k .\I,k, I,k gl,k

2,1 .s + 2,2 < + 2,3,S + 2,4, + 2,5 s
ei,kuPoi,k <: VPSi,k ei,k U gi,k ei,k UXli,k ei,k UYli,k

3,1s + 3,2 .c + e3,3,S + 3,4 s: + 3.5 s:
ei,kup(Ji,k ei,kuPSi,k i,kU gi,k ei,kuxli,k ei,kuYli,k

o + e~k2JpSi,k + 0 + ei~tt5xli,k + ei~:t5Yli,k

O + 5,2 x + 0 + 5,4, + 5,5,«: UPsi,k «: UX1i,k «;UYli,k

el,2 =0
ik:

el,3 = VRi,k (¢q )(1)
I,k I'!!t W i,k

= ~i,k
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3.126

3.127

3.128

'ii,k

r3i,k 3.129

3.130

3.131

3.132

3.133

3.134
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( J
(l)

e'" = _ VRI,k A. S 0';.
i.k tJ.t 'l'y!. 0

1]Js i,k

3,135

3.136

e,,4 = _ VRi,k (¢,; S )(1)
I,k !J.t g g i,k

3.137

e,,5 = 0
',k 3.138

3.139

3.140

( J
(l)

e3" = _ VRI,k A. ;; 0';.
ik: !'1t 'l'Y'''g 0

P, i.k

3.141

33 VR· k ( )(1)
ei,k = - ~; rPY,';g i.k 3.142

e3,4 = VRI,k (¢,; S )(1)
I,k 111 g g i,k

3.143

3,5 - 0
ej,k - 3.144

VRi,k [( )(1) ( )n ]
r3l,k =M rPy,';.S. i,k - rPY,';gSg i,k 3.145

( J
(l)

e4" = A oK! + Y, oK,
t.k K'" K'"1 Vps 2 Ups ik

3.146
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e4,4 = _ (_I +_I J(I)

ik K K
[ 2 i,k

3,147

( J
(I)

r,=ll+ll -I
4"k K K

1 2 i,k

3.148

( J
(I)

e5,2 =_ A 8K,
i.k K28

1 P,;, i,k

3,149

( J
(I)

54 Ie' -',k -- K
1 i,k

3.150

5,5 -I
ei,k - 3.151

3,152

3.10 Pressure Solution

Including the inter-block mass transfer terms in the system of equations 3.104 or 3.129

results in the following set of equations. The equations yield the pressure solution.

w : B/,kJpOi,k_l + D/,kr5POi_l,k + Ei,kJPOi,k + F/kJpOi+l,k + Hj1,kJPOi,k+l + WI11,kJPwelll,1 = R1i,k

C1 : Bi\,jPOi-l,k + Di\JPOi_l,k + Ei~kJPVi,k + F;~kJpOi+l,k + Hi~kJpOi,k+l + r.f71~kJPwelll,1= R2i,k

C2 : B;'kJPOi_l,k + Di~kr5POi-1.k + Ei\JPOi,k + F;~JjpOi+l,k + Hi\JPOi,k+l + WI1\JPwe/!l,1 = R3i,k 3.153

G,:O +0 +Ei~k15p""k +0 +0 +0 = R4i"

G,:O +0 +E,"15p,,, +0 +0 +0 = R5i,k

where,

B'=(J:T)n
i,k '='w wz i,k-1/2

3,154



R', =
"

D'=(1"T)'i,k ':7w wr i-1!2,k

F' -(1" T )'I,k - '::tW wr i+l!2 k

H'=(1"T)"i,k '::!w IVZ i,k+l/2

1[(1" T)" ((I) - (/) )-(1" T)" ((I) - (I) )J )_ 'w w, ,+1/2,' P"+I,, P'''', 'w w, '-I/V Po,,' PO'-I,,'
+ [( ~ T)' ((I) (I)) (~T)" ((/) (/))J'='w wz i,I.:+I/2 POI,k+l - POl,k - '='w wz i,/':-112 POl,k - POI,k-l

f[ (';WTW'LIl" (P;W"+I" - P;WW'k ) -( o: );-1/2" (p;W"" - P;"W'-I') J )
+1+[ (,;J:" r'+112 (p;"O,,'+1 - P;""" ) - (';"7;,, );,'-1/2 (p;W"" - P;WW,,'-I) J
+1[( ';,7w,YwL:2' (D,+", - D,,)- (,;,JWlYW L:2' (D" - D,_",) J )

+[(';w7;"Y W),,'+1/2 (D,,+, - D" ) - (';w7;"Y w )'.-Ill (D" - D,,_,) J
+( ';wWIAw ):" {(p;,/, - P;:;/II,I) - ~Y:dll+1/2 [( DI+I - DI) + hfl+1I2J}+ r;\ - (';wqw r,

B2 = (X 1" T + Y 1" T )"I,k 1':00 oz l'='g gz i,k-1/2

D2 = (X 1" T +Y 1" T )'I,k 1':00 or l':og gr i-l!2,k

F' = (X 1" T + Y 1" T )"I,k 1'='0 or l'='g sr i+1/2,k

H2 = (X 1" T +Y 1" T )"
i.k 1'='0 oz l'='g gz i,k+I/2
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3.155

3.156

3.157

3.158

3.159

3.160

3.161

3.162

3.163

3.164



WI,'," = (x,e; WIA + Y,e; WI,1, )"
," 0 0 g g l,k

50

3.165

R' ='"'

{

k~ }+(x,,~"Wf ,1,0+ N;gWf ,1,gr,k (p;',\ - P;:;III,I)- ~r':"'"'+112 [( D,+, - D,)+ hi'+'/2 ]

+r,~k -(X,4'oQ" + Y,4'gQg J;,k

B' = (x J' T + Y J' T )"I,k 2'='0 oz 2'='g gz i,k-l/2

D3 = (X J' T +Y J' T )n
i]; 2'::10 or 2'='g gr i-1/2.k

F3 = (X J' T + Y J' T )n
I,k 2'='0 or 2'::lg gr i+lI2,k

3.167

3.168

3.169

3.170



H 3 = (X l' T +Y !; T )"
I,k 2'='0 oz 2 g gz i,k+l/2

R3k =
"

)[(
t: T)" ((I) - (I») - (X t: T)" ((I) - (I) )J )_ Xb"" '+112,' PO'+I,k PO"', 2"" or '-1I2,k PO"', P"H,k

+ [( Y2!;gTg, LI2k (p;I'~I,k - P;~:, ) - (Y2!;gTg, [112" (P;~:k - p;I')lk )]

)[(X 1'T)" ((I) - (I) )-(X 1'T)" ((I) - (I) )J )
_ 2'::tv 0;;; i,k+lf2 POI,k+,l POI,k 2'::10 0: i,k-ll2 PO/,k, PUI,k-l

+ [(Y2!;gTg, );,'+112 (P;~:'+I - p,;I':k) - (Y2~Z, );:k-1I2 (p;~:, - p;I/k-1)]

![(Y2!;gTg, LI2,k (P;"g'+I,k - P;~g"k) -(Y2!;gTg> [112,k (P;"g'k - P;"g'-I,k)] )

+ [(Y2!;Jg, );,k+112 (P;"g"k+1 - P;"g"k) - (Y2!;Jg, );,,-112 (p;"g", - P;~g'''-I)]

j[(X2 !;"T" Y" ):112,' (D'+I,k - o.,)- (X2!;J",Y" );-1I2,k (D"k - D'_I,k ) J )
+ +[(Y2!;Jg>Yg L12,k (D'+I,k - D',k) -(Y2!;gTg>Yg tl2,k (D", - D'_I,k)]

+j[ (X2Q;',Y" );,k+:12(D',k+1 - o.,)- (X2Q;',Y" );'k-~2 (D", - D"_I,) J )
+ [(Y2!;gTg'Yg )',k+1I2(D",+, - D,,, ) - (Y2!;gT",Yg )1,k-1I2 (D"k - D,.k_I)]

+ (x2!;"WI A" + Y2!;gWI Ag ):,k {( P;~:' - P~;II1,I) - ~ Y:,1I1+112 [( D,+, - D, ) + h(I+112] }

+r,~k - (x2!;"q" + Y2!;gq,);"

£4 4,1, ,- = e. k
I, I,

R4 - r4I,k - i,k
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3.171

3.172

3.173

3.174

3,175

3.176
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£' 5,1
. k = e. kI, I,

3.177

R5 = r5I,k I,k 3.178
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CHAPTER 4

COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS

This chapter addresses the computational algorithms used in this work. It starts

with PVT calculations. Tabulated fluid properties derived from laboratory measurements

used in simulation. The chapter, then, covers the flash calculation algorithm, the non-

Darcy flow effect and finally a section on linear solvers.

4.1 PVT Calculations

Fluid and reservoir properties used to run the model are presented in this section. Two

fluids were considered, rich gas condensate and lean gas condensate. The experimental

data (Table 4.1) was presented by Walsh et al. Fluid properties in Table 4.1 are at

standard conditions.

Table 4.1: Fluid and reservoir properties for the rich and lean gas condensate

Fluid Properties Rich Gas Condensate Lean Gas Condensate

Molecular Weight (MW), Ib/lb-mole 35.52 26.07

Initial reservoir pressure, psia 5,800 8,000

Upper Saturation Pressure, psia 5,430 7,255

Lower Saturation Pressure, psia - 26,0

Reservoir Temperature, F 215 215

Reservoir Depth, ft 12,800 -
Fluid Viscosity at initial pressure, cp 0.0612 0.049

Separator pressure, psia 600 600

Separator gas MW, lb/Ib-rnole 21.7 22.7

Initial GaR, scf/stb 6,042 22,527

Initial FYF, res. bbl/stb 4,382 12,732

Stock Tank Oil Gravity, API 36 39

Stock Tank Oil MW, lb/lb-mole 141.65 132.17

Stock Tank Oil Density, lb/fe 52.58 51.72
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Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 present the fluid properties as a function of pressure.

Table 4.2: Lean gas-condensate measured fluid data

P Bo Bg Rso r, Po f.Jg z; ZI Z2

[psi] [rb/stb] [rb/Mscf] [Mscf/stb] [stb/MMscf] [cp] [cp] [ I [ ] [ ]

8000 12.732 0.565 22.527 44.400 0.049 0.049 1.277 1.277 1.277

7500 13.044 0.579 22.527 44.400 0.047 0.047 1.226 1.226 1.226

7280 13.192 0.586 22.527 44.400 0.046 0.046 1.204 1.204 1.204

7255 3.077 0.587 4.471 44.317 16.292 0.046 1.201 2.146 1.201

7250 1.054 0.587 0.860 44.300 19.541 0.046 1.201 2.335 1.201

7000 1.041 0.595 0.819 43.900 20.965 0.045 1.176 2.302 1.176

6500 1.018 0.613 0.754 40.300 23.958 0.042 1.125 2.163 1.127

6000 1.002 0.634 0.704 36.500 26.338 0.039 1.075 1.995 1.078

5500 0.983 0.661 0.648 32.900 29.633 0.037 1.027 1.850 1.030

5000 0.965 0.694 0.593 29.200 33.319 0.034 0.980 1.662 0.983

4500 0.947 0.737 0.541 25.400 37.401 0.031 0.935 1.461 0.939

4000 0.930 0.795 0.490 21.400 42.161 0.028 0.894 1.253 0898

3500 0.913 0.877 0.440 17.600 47.465 0.025 0.860 1.069 0.863

3000 0.896 0.997 0.389 13.700 53.765 0.023 0.835 0.928 0837

2500 0.877 1.178 0.336 10.500 61.887 0.020 0.822 0.789 0.821

2000 0.858 1.466 0.280 7.900 72.143 0.017 0.826 0.647 0.821

1500 0.839 1.963 0.228 5.800 83.478 0.015 0.849 0.509 0.840

1000 0.819 2.912 0.169 4.400 99.049 0.014 0.888 0.370 0.875

Using the laboratory measured PVT data, the properties are derived as a function

of pressure to be used by the simulator. The procedure to prepare the PVT data for the

two-component simulator is described in Section 2.2. Basically mole fractions,

equilibrium ratios, phase densities, molar densities, and phase viscosities are calculated.

The results for lean gas condensate and rich gas condensate are presented in Table 4.4

and Table 4.5, respectively.
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Table 4.3: Rich gas-condensate measured fluid data

P Bo Bg Rso rv JIo IJg z; Z, z.
[psi] [rb/stb] [rb/Mscf] [Mscf/stb] [stb/MMscf] [cp] rep] [ ] [ ] [ 1
5800 4.382 0.725 6.042 165.500 0.061 0.061 1.090 1.090 1.090

5550 4.441 0.735 6.042 165.500 0.062 0.062 1.057 1.057 1.057

5450 4.468 0.739 6.042 165.500 0.059 0.059 1.044 1.044 1.044

5430 3.075 0.740 3.877 164.633 0.110 0.058 1.041 1.103 1.042

5420 2378 0.740 2.795 164.200 0.135 0058 1.040 1.133 1.040

5300 2.366 0.743 2.750 156.600 0.134 0.055 1.022 1.115 1.026

4800 2.032 0.758 2.128 114.000 0.183 0.044 0.955 1.044 0.971

4300 1.828 0.794 1.730 89.000 0.235 0.037 0.903 0.980 0.919

3800 1.674 0.854 1.422 65.200 0.300 0.031 0.865 0.904 0.874

3300 1.554 0.947 1.177 48.300 0.376 0.026 0.838 0.826 0.835

2800 1.448 1.090 0.960 35.000 0.478 0.022 0.826 0.738 0.807

2300 1.360 1.313 0.776 25.000 0.604 0.019 0.830 0.641 0.791

1800 1.279 1.677 0.607 19.000 0.775 0.017 0.847 0.536 0.788

1300 1.200 2.316 0.443 15.000 1.030 0.015 0.874 0.420 0.801

800 1.131 3.695 0.293 13.500 1.358 0.014 0.913 0.286 0.830
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Table 4.4: Calculated data for lean gas-condensate system

p p; pg Xl Yl Kl MWo MWg ';0 ';g
[psi] [lb/ft3] [lb/ft3] [ ] [ ] [ ] [Ib/lbmole1 [Ib/lbmoleI [Ibmole/fr'] [Ibmole/ft'l

8000 22.464 22.472 0.964 0.964 1.000 26.091 26.092 0.861 0.861

7500 21.926 21.928 0.964 0.964 1.000 26.091 26.092 0.840 0.840

7280 21.680 21.667 0.964 0964 1.000 26.091 26.092 0.831 0830

7255 51.577 21.628 0.584 0.964 1.000 67.917 26.085 0.767 0.829

7250 57.556 21.621 0.508 0.964 1.000 76.283 26.083 0.755 0.829

7000 57.865 21.295 0.496 0.965 1.000 77.626 26.049 0745 0.818

6500 58.509 20.366 0.475 0.968 2.036 79.898 25741 0.732 0.791

6000 58.924 19.382 0.458 0.971 2.118 81.776 25.415 0.721 0.763

5500 59.470 18.308 0.438 0.973 2.224 84.030 25.103 0.708 0.729

5000 59.987 17.162 0.416 0.976 2.347 86.417 24.781 0694 0.693

4500 60.556 15.894 0.394 0.979 2.487 88.849 24.448 0.682 0.650

4000 61.093 14.474 0.370 0.982 2.652 91.420 24096 0.668 0.601

3500 61.661 12.897 0.346 0.986 2.851 94.140 23.759 0.655 0.543

3000 62.238 11.142 0.318 0.989 3.105 97.145 23.411 0.641 0.476

2500 62.958 9.290 0.288 0.991 3.448 100.545 23123 0.626 0.402

2000 63.674 7.373 0.252 0.993 3.948 104.489 22.889 0.609 0.322

1500 64.471 5.451 0.215 0.995 4.630 108.525 22.699 0594 0.240

1000 65.296 3.650 0.169 0.996 5.906 113.611 22.572 0.575 0.162
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Table 4.5: Calculated data for rich gas-condensate system

p po pg Xl Yl Kl MWo MWg qo qg
[psi] [lb/ft3] [lb/ft3] [ ] [ ] [ ] [Ib/lbmole] [Ib/lbmole1 [lbmole/Ir'] [lbmole/Ir']

5800 26.035 26.044 0.884 0.884 1.000 35.568 35.568 0.732 0.732

5550 25.689 25.689 0.884 0.884 1.000 35.568 35.568 0.722 0.722

5450 25.534 25.550 0.884 0.884 1.000 35.568 35.568 0.718 0.718

5430 29.938 25.466 0.831 0.885 1.065 42.000 35.503 0.713 0.717

5420 34.076 25.423 0.780 0.885 1.135 48.129 35.471 0.708 0.717

5300 34.055 24.783 0.777 0.890 1.146 48.465 34.904 0.703 0.710

4800 36.537 21.338 0.729 0.917 1.258 54.171 31.609 0.674 0.675

4300 38.398 18.715 0.687 0.934 1.361 59.300 29.579 0.648 0.633

3800 40.057 15.934 0.643 0.951 1.479 64.535 27.575 0.621 0.578

3300 41.545 13.431 0.598 0.963 1.610 69.871 26.108 0.595 0.514

2800 43.061 11.028 0.549 0.973 1.774 75.844 24.927 0.568 0.442

2300 44.470 8.754 0.496 0.981 1.979 82.207 24.023 0.541 0.364

1800 45.941 6.666 0.435 0.985 2.267 89.527 23.474 0.513 0.284

1300 47.575 4.736 0.359 0.988 2.750 98.549 23.105 0.483 0.205

800 49.127 2.947 0.271 0.989 3.657 109.195 22.966 0.450 0.128

4.2 Flash Calculation

If the system is above the saturation pressure (i.e. So ~ 0), the dew-point pressure

for the mixture is calculated using Eq. 3.10. V is set equal to I and Eq. 3.10 becomes Eq.

4.1,

4.1

Expanding Eq. 4.1 by Taylor series gives the following

4.2



where,

Tfthe system is below the saturation pressure and both liquid and gas coexist, then

L and V values are calculated using Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5, respectively.

V=l-L

4.3 Non-Darcy Effect Treatment

As mention earlier, the flow at high velocities (non-Darcy flow) is modeled using

the Forchheimer equation, which in this work, is defined in terms of flow potential

gradient and is given by Eq. 4.6. The non-Darcy effect is implemented using a simple

technique (Pereira et al., 2006) presented below.

where
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4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8



,,=(k, OJ° k,

Rearranging Eq. 4.6,

Eq. 4.11 is the non-Darcy velocity for phase I in an r-z coordinate system.

Equations 4.12 and 4.13 present the velocity components in rand z directions.

V;~D=_I_I k,J k, (ap, - r, aD)l
I+ a" lIl, ar ar

where

fJ k" k I NDIa1r= ,p/- rVlr

Il,

Permeability values are modified to include the non-Darcy effect as follows

k, = .s.:
I+a"

k, = ~
I+a"
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4.9

4.10

4.11
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4.16

4.17



Using the above equations, Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15 take the following forms:

Since permeability values are always positive, Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19 can be

rearranged,

The expressions inside the absolute signs have the Darcy velocity form, thus:

f3 k" k, I D Iair = ,P, --1-- VI,
PI +ai,

Defining,

Eqs. 4.22 and 4.23 becomes
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4.19

4.20

4.21

4.22

4.23
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4.25
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4.26

4.27

Equations 4.26 and 4.27, when cleared of fractions, become quadratic equations

in air and a". These quadratic equations yield the following solutions

Jl+4a" -1a = --'---------''-----
I, 2 4.28

4.29

An iterative procedure is necessary to calculate the non-Darcy velocity. The

procedure starts with the local-Darcy velocity (V/,D(I)and V/,D(l)),using Eqs. 4.24 and 4.25

a is estimated. The calculation of u/)') and u/z(l) follows, from Eqs. 4.28 and 4.29. Then,

the non-Darcy velocity components (V/rND(I) and v//D(l)) are estimated using Eqs. 4.12

and 4.13. A new value of U(2) is calculated with the non-Darcy velocity(~D(l») using Eq.

4.14 and 4.15. Then, U(2) is used to calculate a new estimate of the non-Darcy velocity

VND(2) with Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13. At this point the convergence test is: l(vND(2) _ VND(I)

)IVND(I)1 < 10-5, if the convergence criteria is met, the correct Non-Darcy velocity with the

right estimate of Reynold's number is found, otherwise a new estimate of the reinold's

number is calculated using the most up to date non-Dary velocity. Usually, the solution

converges after two iterations.

4.4 Linear Solvers

The linear system of equations resulting from the discretization of the flow equations

described in Section 3.1 result in a sparse coefficient matrix. For large linear systems of

equations, iterative methods instead of direct methods are used. Iterative solvers require

substantially less computer memory and are considerably faster than direct solvers. Two
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kinds of iterative solvers are used in this thesis; Krylov subspace methods and Multigrid

solvers.

In Krylov subspace methods, the residual equations are minimized using

appropriate orthogonal basis functions for the subspace in an iterative manner. The

iterative schemes are usually used with a preconditioner. The pre conditioner matrix is a

matrix similar to the original coefficient matrix but it is easier to invert. The Krylov

methods used in this work include bi-conjugate gradient stabilized (BICGST AS) and the

generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method. The latter two methods are designed

for general non-symmetric matrices.

Fig. 4.1 is the algorithm for the bi-conjugate gradient method (Saad, 1996) and

Fig. 4.2 gives the algorithm for the generalized minimum residual (GMRES) method

(Saad, 1996).

1. Compllte 1'0 := b - Axo: TO 81'birraly:
, Pu:=l'o·
3. Forj = 0, 1, .. " lUltil couvergeuce Do.
4. OJ := (rj, ro)/(Apj, ro)
5. Sj := "i - QjApj

6. Wj := (Asj,sj)/(Asj,Asj)
7. Xj+l:= Xj + ajp} + Wj8}
8. Tj+l := Sj - wjAsj
9. /3. := (rHI'~Q) X OJ

J (rJ,ro) Wi

10. PHi:= rHI + (3j(Pj - wjApj)
11. EndDo

Fig. 4.1: The bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method (Saad, 1996).

1. Complltero = b - Axo. {3:= IIrolb. andv! := ro/{3
2. Define the (m + 1) x m matrix lim = {hij}l$iS:m+l,l~j~m. Set tt; = O.
3. Forj = 1,2, ... ,mDo:
4. Compute Wj := AVj
5. Fori = 1, ... .i Do:
6 hij := (Wj, vd
7. Wj := Wj - hijVi
S. EndDo
9. hj+1,j = Ilwj lb. Ifhj+1,j = 0 set m := j and go to 12
10 Vj+i = wj/hj+l.j
11. EIldDo
12. C0111pllteYm tlleminimizerofll,Be] - H:my112 andxm = Xo + VmYm

Fig. 4.2: The generalized minimum residual method (Saad, 1996).
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Large linear system of equations is also solved by the Multigrid method, An

attractive feature of the iterative Multigrid approach is that the convergence rate is

independent of the discretization mesh size and that the number of arithmetic operations

per iteration step is proportional to the number of grid points, Multigrid algorithms are

based on a smoothing principle (relaxation methods) and a coarse grid correction

principle, Relaxation methods include techniques such as Richardson, Gauss-Seidel, and

Jacobi algorithms, These relaxation methods efficiently damp out the high-frequency

errors in few iterations, leaving only the low-frequency errors, The low-frequency errors

can be accurately solved for on a coarser grid and finally used to correct the solution in

the finer grid, Fig, 4.3 shows the Multigrid algorithm applied to a set of linear equations

resulting from the discretization of a second order elliptic or parabolic differential

equation,

Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) is an extension ofthe geometric Multigrid to a purely

algebraic system of equations, Thus, AMG is grid-independent and is solely based on the

information from the coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations in hand, In this

thesis a Scalable Algebraic Multigrid (SAMG) was used to solve the global pressure

equation, The software was obtained from the Fraunhofer-Institute for Algorithms and

Scientific Computing in Germany,

1, If k:= 1 solve ih"k = [i directly.

2 P h' he i. 'd (I) S( (I-[) L ), re-smoot tng steps on t e tine gn : Uk = Uk' ,k,

I = 1" ,,1/1;

3, Computation of the residual: 71 = !Ie - Ak"i~');

4, Restriction of the residual: 'l'k_[ = I{-I 'I'k;

5, Set "k-I = 0;

6, Call '( times the MG scheme to solve ih-1"k-[ = "k-I;

7 C 'd "(,,,+1), (",) fk ', oarse-gn correction, "k' = Uk + k_I"k-1,

S P h! be i. 'd (I) S( (I-I) t'), ost-smoot tng steps on t e tine gn : "k = "k " k '

I = 1/[ + 2, , , , ,1/1 + //2 + .l,

Fig. 4.3: Algorithm used in multigrid methods (Borzi, 2006).
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CHAPTERS

SIMULATION STUDIES

In this chapter, the results of several simulation runs for dual-porosity/dual-permeability

reservoirs containing lean and rich gas are presented and an analysis is provided.

The reservoir is an r-z model as described in Section 3.2 and the parameters are

given in Table 5.1. The reservoir model grid data, production well information, initial

reservoir saturations, rock properties, and rate schedule is in common throughout the

different cases presented.

Table 5.1: Reservoir simulation input data for reservoir model.

Grid Information

Number of cells in r-direction, Imax 40
Number of cells (layers) in z-direction, Kmax 13
Reservoir radius (re), [ft] 6000.0

Well Information

Wellbore radius (rw) [ft] 0.30

Wellbore storage coefficient (ewell) [RB/psi] 0.00

Fluid gradient in the wellbore (Ywell) [psi/ft] 0.10

Roughness 0.00

Perforated nodes I - 13

Table 5.2: Initial saturations for the reservoir model.

Initial Saturations

S I [ ] 0.20 Swjinifiat[ ] 0.05
IV In smna

So m initial [ ] 0.00 So/inihal [ ] 0.00

Sg m initial [ ] 0.80 Sg/initial [ ] 0.95
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Table 5.3: Rock properties for the reservoir model.

Reservoir Properties

kmatrix [md] 5.00

k [md] 10000.00fracture

¢mat'ix [ ] 0.18

¢f",tme [ ] 1.00
-1

elmatrix [psi ] 3.00E-06

-1

Cf/;'ac!lIre [psi ] 1.00E-04

Table 5.4: Rate schedule for the modified isochronal test.

Elapsed Time [hr] Gas Rate [Mscf/day]

9.6 6,000

9.6 0

9.6 8,000

9.6 0

9.6 10,000

9.6 0

12.0 12,000

12.0 0
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5.1 Lean Gas Reservoir Model- Above the Dew-Point Pressure

A sequence of equal length drawdown tests followed by the same length build up

tests were conducted (except for the last drawdown and build up test which were slightly

longer), and the results for Darcy and non-Darcy flow simulations are reported. The

reservoir fluid properties used for this case are given in Table 4.2. The duration of the

drawdown tests were 9.6 hours except for the last drawdown which was 12 hours. The

rate schedule started with 6.0 MMscf/day and was increased to 8.0, 10.0 and 12.0

MMscf/day. The reservoir pressure and the dew-point pressure are shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Initial pressure and initial saturation pressure for lean gas reservoir
model above the dew-point pressure.

Initial Conditions

P . .. [psi] 7965.7average initial

P . [psi] 7255.0saturation

The log-log and semi-log plots for the Darcy and non-Darcy flow cases are presented in

Fig. 5.1- Fig. 5.2.

Table 5.6 presents the drawdown test analysis.

1.008D8

e: 100E+D7

!
'c:
E 1.00E+D6
"C

]
a:r 100E+D5

1.00BQ4

1.00~5 1.00&04 1.00~3 1.00E-02 1.00~1 1.00E+D0 1.00E+D1

dt [hours]

-dm(p) dare; -dm(p)' dare; -dm(p) ndercy -dm(p)' ndercy

Fig. 5.1: Log-log plot of drawdown test results for the lean gas reservoir model
above the dew-point pressure.
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3.ooE+-07

2.50E+-07

'& 2.ooE+-07

N.[
~ 1.50E+-07
c:
:[

1.ooE+-07

5.01E+-06

1.ooE+{)4

1.00&05 t.oosoa 1.00&03 1.00&02 1.00&01 1.00E+-OO 1.ooE+-01

dt [hours]

-dm(p)darcy -dm(p)ndarcy

Fig. 5.2: Semi-log plot of drawdown test results for the lean gas reservoir model
above the dew-point pressure.

Table 5.6: Drawdown test analysis for the lean gas reservoir model above the dew-
point pressure.

Input Data Darcy Semi-log Analysis Non-Darcy Semi-log Analysis

kh [md-ft] 2430 2360 2350

kqff[md] 26.94 26.16 26.05

s 0.00 0.60 3.91

Fig. 5.3 shows the pressure response of the modified isochronal test for the

schedule given in Table 5.4.
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Fig. 5.3: Modified isochronal test for the lean gas reservoir model above the dew-
point pressure.
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Fig. 5.4: (Pi - PWf)/q vs. q from the modified isochronal test for the lean gas reservoir
model above the dew-point pressure.
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Fig. 5.5: a vs. time from the modified isochronal test for the lean gas reservoir model
above the dew-point pressure.

Table 5.7 presents the analysis for the modified isochronal test in the lean gas reservoir.

The modified isochronal test was analyzed using the simplified method approach

(Rawlins and Shellhardt) and laminar-inertial-transient (Darcy-non-Darcy) method

(Pereira et aI., 2006, Chaudhry, 2003) as shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5.

Table 5.7: Simplified method and laminar-inertial-transient analyses for the lean
gas condensate above the dew-point from Fig. 5.3.

Method Flow Parameters Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

C [(Mscf/d)/psi'N] 317.875 214.359
Rawlins and Shellhardt

n [ ] 0.26523 0.261446

b [psi/(Mscf/d)2 1 3.0e-7 1.0e-6
laminar-inertial-transient

k, '11[rod] 25.04 24.90

Additionally, apparent skin factor for the Darcy and non-Darcy flow were

calculated for each drawdown period. Skin factors calculated from various drawdown

periods were plotted against their respective rates (Fig. 5.6). The results show a linear
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relationship between apparent skin and flow rate. The extrapolated skin at q equal to zero,

corresponding to Darcy flow is presented in Table 5.8.

8
::K lean darcy X lean non-darcy

7

6

c 5
-Y. XV1
+-' 4c X
(l)
'-ro
0- 30-
ro

2

1

0

5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 12000

rate [Mscf/dj

Fig. 5.6: Apparent skin vs. rate for the modified isochronal test of the lean gas
reservoir above the dew-point pressure.

Table 5.8: Skin vs. rate results for the modified isochronal test for the lean gas
above the dew-point pressure.

Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

ds/dq [(Mscf/d) ] 1.5671e-5 4.9814e-4

So [ ] 0.59 0.74

Fig. 5.7 shows the gas-condensate saturation profile for the reservoir model at the end of

the modified isochronal test described in this section.
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Fig. 5.7: Gas-condensate saturation profile for the lean gas reservoir above the dew-
point pressure.

5.2 Lean Gas Reservoir Model- Below the Dew-Point Pressure

A sequence of equal length drawdown tests followed by the same length build up tests

were conducted (except for the last drawdown and build up test which were slightly

longer), and the results for Darcy and non-Darcy flow simulations are reported. The

reservoir fluid properties used for this case are given in Table 4.2. The duration of the

drawdown tests were 9.6 hours except for the last drawdown which was 12 hours. The

rate schedule started with 6.0 MMscf/day and was increased to 8.0, 10.0 and 12.0

MMscf/day. The initial reservoir pressure and dew-point pressure are presented in Table

5.9.
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Table 5.9: Initial pressure and initial saturation pressure for lean gas reservoir
model above the dew-point pressure.

Initial Conditions

P M'·· . I [psi] 7221.5avera e truua

P [psi] 7255.0saturation

1.00E+08

'& 1008Q7

i
'i>
E 1.00E+{)6
"
~
c:
:[ 1.008Q5

1.00E+Q4

1.00E-05 1.00E-(J4 1.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.00E-01 1.008Q0 1.008Q1

dt [hours]

-dm(p)darcy -dm(p)' darcy -dm(p)ndarcy -dm(p)' ndarcy

Fig. 5.8: Log-log plot of drawdown test results for the lean gas reservoir model
below the dew-point pressure.
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Fig. 5.9: Semi-log plot of drawdown test results for the lean gas reservoir model
below the dew-point pressure.
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Table 5.10: Drawdown test analysis for the lean gas reservoir model below the dew-
point pressure.

Input Data Darcy Semi-log Analysis Non-Darcy Semi-log Analysis

kh [md-ft] 2430 2360 2330

k [md] 26.94 26.20 25.90

s 0.00 4.96 7.82

Fig. 5.10 presents the pressure response of the modified isochronal test for the

data shown in Table 5.4.
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Fig. 5.10: Modified isochronal test for the lean gas reservoir model below the dew-
point pressure.
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Fig. 5.11: (Pi - PWf)/q vs. q from the modified isochronal test for the lean gas reservoir
model below the dew-point pressure.

Fig. 5.12: a vs. time from the modified isochronal test for the lean gas reservoir
model below the dew-point pressure.
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Table 5.11 shows the respective analysis for the modified isochronal test depicted in Fig.

5.10. The modified isochronal test was analyzed using the simplified method approach

(Rawlins and Shellhardt) and laminar-inertial-transient (Darcy-non-Darcy) method

(Pereira et al., 2006, Chaudhry, 2003) as shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12.

Table 5.11: Simplified method and laminar-inertial-transient analyses for the lean
gas condensate below the dew-point from Fig. 5.10.

Method Flow Parameters Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

C [(Mscf/d)/psi'''] 156.141 289.94
Rawlins and Shellhardt

n [ ] 0.35369 0.241791

laminar-inertial-transient b [psi/(Mscf/d)' ] 1.0e-6 0.0366226

Fig. 5.13 shows the linear relationship between the apparent skin and flow rate as

discussed in Section 5.1.
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Fig. 5.13: Apparent skin vs. rate for the modified isochronal test of the lean gas
reservoir below the dew-point pressure.
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Table 5.12: Skin vs. rate results for the modified isochronal test for the lean gas
below the dew-point pressure).

Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

ds/dq [(Mscf/d) ] 2.7000e-4 4.3750e-4

So [ ] 4.9680e-0 7.8200e-0

Fig. 5.14 shows the gas-condensate saturation profile for the reservoir model at the end of

the modified isochronal test described in this section.
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Fig. 5.14: Gas-condensate saturation profile for the lean gas reservoir below the
dew-point pressure.
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5.3 Rich Gas Reservoir Model- Above the Dew-Point Pressure

Like in the lean gas case, a sequence of equal length drawdown tests followed by

the same length build up tests were conducted (except for the last drawdown and build up

test which were slightly longer), and the results for Darcy and non-Darcy flow

simulations are reported. The reservoir fluid properties used for this case are given in

Table 4.3. The duration of the drawdown tests were 9.6 hours except for the last

drawdown which was 12 hours. The rate schedule started with 6.0 MMscf/day and was

increased to 8.0, 10.0 and 12.0 MMscf/day. The initial reservoir pressure and dew-point

pressure are presented in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13: Initial pressure and initial saturation pressure for rich gas reservoir
model above the dew-point pressure.

Initial Conditions

P ... I [psi] 5800.0average nnna

P [psi] 5430.0saturation

1.00E+08

a:
E 1.00E+06
-e
-e
C~a:
E-e 1.00E+OS

-=a: 1.00E+07
~
N
'[

~ ----------=-----==~=---I~:::::::=--::::=".-::'----------

1.00E+04

1.00E-OS 1.00E-04 1.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.00E-Ol 1.00E+OO 1.00E+Ol

dt [hours]

-dm(p) darcy -dm(p)' darcy -dm(p) ndarcy -dm(p)' ndarcy

Fig. 5.15: Log-log plot of drawdown test results for the rich gas reservoir mode]
above the dew-point pressure.
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Fig. 5.16: Semi-log plot of drawdown test results for the rich gas reservoir model
above the dew-point pressure.

Results obtained from the pressure response analysis are presented in Table 5.14.

Table 5.14: Drawdown test analysis for the rich gas reservoir model ahove the dew-
point pressure.

Input Data Darcy Semi-log Analysis Non-Darcy Semi-log Analysis

kh [md-ft] 2430 2355 2352

k [md] 26.94 26.11 26.07

s 0.00 0.51 7.83

Fig. 5.17 presents the pressure response of the modified isochronal test for the

data shown in Table 5.4.
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Fig. 5.17: Modified isochronal test for the rich gas reservoir model above the dew-
point pressure.
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Fig. 5.19: a vs. time from the modified isochronal test for the rich gas reservoir
model above the dew-point pressure.

The modified isochronal test was analyzed using the simplified method approach

(Rawlins and Shellhardt) and laminar-inertial-transient (Darcy-non-Darcy) method

(Pereira et al., 2006, Chaudhry, 2003) as shown in Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.19.

Table 5.15: Simplified method and laminar-inertial-transient analyses for the rich
gas condensate above the dew-point from Fig. 5.17.

Method Flow Parameters Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

C [(Mscf/d)/psi""] 78.753 146.816
Rawlins and Shellhardt

n [ 1 0.35369 0.28398

laminar-inertial-transient b [psi/(Mscfi'd)' ] 4.0e-7 1.8e-6

Skin factors calculated from various drawdown periods were plotted against their

respective rates (Fig. 5.20).
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Fig. 5.20: Apparent skin vs. rate for the modified isochronal test of the rich gas
reservoir above the dew-point pressure.

Table 5.16: Skin vs. rate results for the modified isochronal test for the lean gas
below the dew-point pressure).

Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

ds/dq [(Mscf/dr1] 1.565ge-5 9.712ge-4

So [ 1 4.1641e-1 1.8387e-0

Fig. 5.21 shows the gas-condensate saturation profile for the reservoir model at the end of

the modified isochronal test described in this section.
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Fig. 5.21: Gas-condensate saturation profile for the rich gas reservoir above the
dew-point pressure.

5.4 Rich Gas Reservoir Model- Below the Dew-Point Pressure

A sequence of equal length drawdown tests followed by the same length build up

tests were conducted (except for the last drawdown and build up test which were slightly

longer), and the results for Darcy and non-Darcy flow simulations are reported. The

reservoir fluid properties used for this case are given in Table 4.3. The duration of the

drawdown tests were 9.6 hours except for the last drawdown which was 12 hours. The

rate schedule started with 6.0 MMscf/day and was increased to 8.0, 10.0 and 12.0

MMscf/day. The initial reservoir pressure and dew-point pressure are presented in Table

5.17.
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Table 5.17: Initial pressure and initial saturation pressure for rich gas reservoir
model below the dew-point pressure.
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Initial Conditions

P ... I [psi] 4398.6average milia

P [psi] 5430.0saturation
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Fig. 5.22: Log-log plot of drawdown test results for the rich gas reservoir model
below the dew-point pressure.
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Fig. 5.23: Semi-log plot of drawdown test results for the rich gas reservoir model
below the dew-point pressure.

Results obtained from the pressure response analysis are presented in Table 5.18.

Table 5.18: Drawdown test analysis for the rich gas reservoir model below the dew-
point pressure.

Input Data Darcy Semi-log Analysis Non-Darcy Semi-log Analysis

kh [md-ft] 2430 2360 2330

k [md] 26.94 26.20 25.90

s 0.00 9.448 15.378

Fig. 5.24 presents the pressure response of the modified isochronal test for the

data shown in Table 5.4.
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Fig. 5.24: Modified isochronal test for the rich gas reservoir model below the dew-
point pressure.
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Fig. 5.25: (Pi - PWf)/q vs. q from the modified isochronal test for the rich gas reservoir
model below the dew-point pressure.
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Fig. 5.26: a vs. time from the modified isochronal test for the rich gas reservoir
model below the dew-point pressure.

Table 5.11 shows the respective analysis for the modified isochronal test depicted in Fig.

5.10. The modified isochronal test was analyzed using the simplified method approach

(Rawlins and Shellhardt) and laminar-inertial-transient (Darcy-non-Darcy) method

(Pereira et al., 2006, Chaudhry, 2003) as shown in Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.26.

Table 5.19: Simplified method and laminar-inertial-transient analyses for the rich
gas condensate below the dew-point from Fig. 5.24.

Method Flow Parameters Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

e [(Mscf/d)/psi-N] 293.926 146.816
Rawlins and Shellhardt

n [ ] 0.26210 0.28398

b [psi/(Mscf/d)' 1 2.0e-6 5.0e-6
laminar-inertial-transient

k"JI [md] 21.44 18.67

Fig. 5.13 shows the linear relationship between the apparent skin and flow rate as

discussed in Section 5.1.
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Fig. 5.27: Apparent skin vs, rate for the modified isochronal test of the lean gas
reservoir below the dew-point pressure.

Table 5.20: Skin vs. rate results for the modified isochronal test for the lean gas
below the dew-point pressure.

Darcy Analysis Non-Darcy Analysis

ds/dq [(Mscf/df'] 4.9100e-4 6.560e-4

So [ ] 6.7400e-0 II. 7300e-0

Fig. 5.28 shows the gas-condensate saturation profile for the reservoir model at the end of

the modified isochronal test described in this section.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The results of this dual-porosity/dual-permeability reservoir simulator for lean and rich

gas-condensate systems, undergoing condensation and under non-Darcy flow regime

indicate the following:

1. Non-Darcy flow effects significantly increase the skin damage due to fluid

condensation. The reduction of permeability around the wellbore due to liquid

condensation adds to the physical skin.

2. During drawdown periods, as a result of liquid condensation, the gas condensate

accumulates inside the fractures within the vicinity of the wellbore. Because of

the small size of the fractures, the condensate accumulation extends radially

outwards. Consequently, the condensate creates large apparent skin factors.

Furthermore, the graded liquid saturation towards the wellbore creates increasing

greater pressure drops which resemble the effect of non-Darcy flow even if the

flow is in the Darcy region.

3. Instead of analyzing a long drawdown test (stabilized flow), the analysis of the

short-term modified Isochronal test yields similar skin factors that are correlated

with flow rate.

4. The diagnostic non-Darcy dual-porosity/dual-permeability characteristic of the

pressure derivative, in the shape of a trough, becomes less pronounced as

compared to the Darcy flow case.

6.2 Recommendations

The model used was implicit in pressure and explicit in saturation and composition in the

inter-block mass transfer terms. The composition, however, was implicit in the

accumulation term. While this formulation provided a building block to study various
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issues regarding liquid condensation in naturally fractured systems it requires small grid

blocks for the fracture nodes and, consequently, very small time steps. A fully implicit

model in pressure and phase saturations in the inter-block mass transfer terms will

alleviate the time-step size problem and will improve the run time for the model.

Furthermore, the current model uses a two-component three-phase formulation, which

depends on K-values and densities measured in a PYT depletion run. While this approach

is practical, it lacks the physical details of interphase mass transfer for general

applications. Therefore, I recommend the following:

I. Reformulate the problem with three or more hydrocarbon components. Discretize

the problem fully implicit in pressure and phase saturations but explicit in

composition. As a consequence, the proposed model should be faster and useful

exclusively for theoretical analysis of multi-phase/multi-component flow

problems in well testing applications.

2. Expand the above code to a 3D Cartesian system to include both vertical and

horizontal well options with local grid refinement around the well.



NOMENCLATURE

Bg Gas formation volume factor [RBlscf]

B; Oil formation volume factor [RBlstb]

s; Water formation volume factor [RBlstb]

i",ax Number of grid blocks in the r-direction []

k",ax Number of grid blocks in the z-direction []

K", Equilibrium ratio of component m []

k.; Relative permeability of the oil phase []

k,g Relative permeability of the gas phase []

k-; Relative permeability of the water phase []

km * Oil relative permeability at maximum oil saturation []

k,g * Gas relative permeability at maximum gas saturation []

k.; * Water relative permeability at maximum water saturation []

L Liquid-phase mole fraction []

MW Molecular Weight [lb/lb mole]

N; Pseudo components considered in the hydrocarbon description []

pc Capillary pressure [psi] 1

PI Pressure of phase I [psi]

q Volumetric rate [Mscf/day]

re Reservoir radius [ft]

R.w Solution gas-oil ratio [scf/stb]

r; Volatile oil-gas ratio [stb/scf]

r.; Wellbore radius [ft]

S Apparent skin []

So Physical skin []

SI Saturation of phase I []

Soc Critical oil saturation []

lIn this thesis, the unit for absolute pressure is psi (which is the same as psia).
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Sgt Trapped gas saturation [ ]

t Time [days]

V Vapor-phase mole fraction [ ]

VR Grid block volume [ft3]

x Liquid mole fraction [ ]

y Gas mole fraction [ ]

z Total mole fraction [ ]

GREEK

t;l r, z Spatial finite difference operator in rand z-direction [ ]

bot Temporal finite difference operator [ ]

bot Time step [day]

boU Logarithmic constant for radial evenly distributed mesh [ ]

¢ Porosity [ ]

r Fluid gradient [psi/ft]

f1 Viscosity [cp]

It Fluid relative mobility [Cp-I]

ff Pivame

p Fluid density [lb/ft3]

~ Molar density [Ibmole/ft ']

SUBSCRIPTS

c Capillary

Gas phase

r-direction index

g

i



k

I

m

o

r

s

w

z

±0
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z-direction index

phase

m1h component in liquid and vapor phase

Oil phase

r-direction

Standard conditions

Water phase

z-direction

Boundary of a block

SUPERSCRIPTS

(l)
(I + 1 )

n

n + 1

Current iteration level

New iteration level

Current time step

New iteration step
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APPENDIX

WELL TEST ANALYSIS



In this section we briefly describe the use of well testing in this thesis. In order to analyze

and conform the results obtained from the reservoir model, classical well testing is

applied to the simulated responses.

Although classical well testing assumes that fluid flow in porous media is purely

diffusive in nature and also ignores any composition change in the reservoir, it provides a

measure of the results in question. For the analysis techniques presented below, fluid

properties were calculated based on reservoir pressures though the use of correlations.

The straight analysis techniques are not presented because of his wide use and only the

specific three well test analysis approaches taken in order to assess the non-Darcy flow

effects are mentioned.

The first approach is to calculate apparent (rate dependent) skin, evaluated using

multi-rate tests. The apparent is assumed to be a linear relationship with respect to rate

and defined by:

ds
s=so+-

dq
A.I

where, s is the apparent skin, So is the physical skin and ds/dq is the slope of the straight

line formed when plotting s vs. q. Semi-log analysis of multi-rate test (e.g. modified

isochronal tests) provide means to calculate apparent values of skin for its respective rate.

Then physical skin can be found using Eq. A. I.

The second approach, the Rawlins and Shellhardt IPR equation (Eq. A.2) was also

used to calculate the performance Coefficient, C, and the turbulent flow exponent, n.

q = C(P~average - P~f) A.2

where the turbulent flow exponent approaches one when fully Darcy flow is encountered

in the reservoir system.

The third approach, the laminar-inertial-turbulent LIT equation (Eq. A.3) is also

used.

A.3



where, a is the laminar flow coefficient and b is the turbulent flow coefficient. Note that

m stands for pseudo-pressure. To calculate pseudo-pressure, average parameters are

inputted and classical correlations used.
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